thomas j. davis Realism"; in a book on the drug Prozac, the author refers to those who feel guilty about taking drugs, especially for mental illness, as "pharmacological Calvinists"; a scientist decides that those who take a fatalistic view toward life are "sociobiological Calvinists"; a show that highlights homespun humor talks about its sponsor, "Mournful Oatmeal, the breakfast cereal of Calvinists"; an ethicist, looking to blame someone for Americans' obsession with the body and its possible perfection, saddles Calvin with responsibility for such a situation, though usually he is seen as one who hates the human body.
2 Apparently, one does not have to be logically consistent when using Calvin as a scapegoat.
It is no extraordinary thing, therefore, to see Calvin, his name, and all who are assumed to be his progeny (theologically) excoriated in public discourse; actually, that is not quite right. In public discourse, Calvin and those associated with him are used as a rhetorical means to excoriate a position, belief, or attitude that is seen as antithetical to human happiness, well-being, and achievement. What is extraordinary is the emergence of Marilynne Robinson as a defender of John Calvin and the traditions he begat. Here we have a writer, held high in the esteem of critics, literary circles, and the broader American public, who has emerged as, in fact, more than defender: she is a staunch advocate of Calvin. What is more, she has been in a unique position to move from the literate and critical non-fi ction essay to the novel, wherein much of her best insights are embodied, echoing a sort of reverse process in comparison to nineteenth-century America, wherein those who sought to overthrow the "Calvinist" culture of America quickly moved from essays and letters to the developing genre of fi ction, wherein Calvinism was painted in gruesomely despicable terms.
For the purposes of this essay, I will examine, fi rst, the notion of "ideograph" as a way to think about how the name of Calvin and his tradition have been used (and I will very briefl y point to a few twentieth-and twenty-fi rst-century examples from the world of fi ction to illustrate the continuing negative uses). Of course, any serious talk about tradition involves thinking about what it is one expects from historical study. I will then move to an examination of Marilynne Robinson's
